
Dasha Jackson is an associate attorney specializing in healthcare law at our firm. With
over 15 years of experience in education law, labor & employment, and litigation, she
brings a wealth of knowledge and expertise to our clients. Her in-depth understanding of
these areas allows her to provide comprehensive legal advice and representation to
healthcare professionals and organizations.

An active member of the legal community, Dasha is involved with the Atlanta Business
League, contributing to the advancement of businesses and professionals in the Atlanta
area.

With her extensive experience, Dasha has developed specific expertise in her practice
areas. Over the course of her career, she has argued hundreds of hearings and motions,
honing her litigation skills and advocating effectively for her clients. Notably, she has had
the opportunity to argue before the Supreme Court of Georgia, demonstrating her ability
to handle complex legal matters at the highest levels.

Dasha’s dedication to excellence is reflected in her academic achievements. During her
time in law school, she was a member of Phi Beta Phi, a prestigious legal honor society
that recognizes outstanding academic performance and commitment to the legal
profession.

Outside of her legal career, Dasha enjoys various hobbies and activities. She finds solace
in swimming, skiing, and scuba diving. Additionally, she relishes the outdoors through
camping adventures. Dasha is an active member of the Atlanta Underwater Explorers,
fostering her passion for exploration and underwater discovery. She also enjoys being
part of the Southern Snow Seekers, an organization that brings together skiing
enthusiasts.

With her extensive expertise, dedication to her clients, and diverse range of hobbies and
interests, Dasha Jackson is a highly respected associate attorney who consistently
provides exceptional legal services in the field of healthcare law.
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